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I. Two preliminary observations 
 
1 I shall start with two preliminarily observations on neoclassical theory which will 
be at the basis of my arguments . Section II will then deal with the apparent early 
realization by Hicks that capital could not be consistently defined as a single 
magnitude, and with the way out of the problem he attempted in Value and Capital. 
These preliminary considerations will pave the way for a discussion in section III of 
the postwar capital controversy, taken when -in its later stages, after the 
recognition of phenomena like the reswitching of techniques and reverse capital 
deepening - the defence of neoclassical theory came to be conducted in terms, 
essentially, of the reformulations of the theory proposed in Value and Capital three 
decades before. Finally, in section IV, reference will be made to the argument I 
developed elsewhere (Garegnani, 2003) according to which those reformulations 
also ultimately depend on the notion of capital as a single magnitude, the same 
which had been found indefensible, at the level of pure analysis, after the early 
stage of the controversy. 

                                                 
1 Thanks are due to numerous colleagues with whom parallel versions of this paper have been 
discussed and, in particular, to Dr. Saverio Fratini of the University of Rome 3, who has also been 
precious with interpretations of contemporary literature 
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2 The first of my two observations is of both a historical and a logical nature. It 
concerns the two approaches which, at the of cost of severe simplifications, can be 
said to have dominated the theory of distribution and relative prices in succession 
since its systematic inception in the 18th century. 
The earlier approach is the classical one of the Physiocrats, Smith, Ricardo and 
Marx. It was founded, essentially, on the notion of the surplus which a community 
can dispose of, over the part of its product which must be put back into the 
production process to ensure its repetition on an unchanged scale. This part was 
taken to include, besides the consumed means of production, also the subsistence 
of the workers employed broadly identified with their wages: the incomes accruing 
to the other classes in society were then traced to the surplus. The prior, thus 
separately determined real wage allowed, on the other hand, for a determination 
ofrelative prices similarly separate from that of outputs, engendering a simple 
analytical structure deeply different from that of the later theory, and open - through 
the institutional determination of the wage and the flexibility of the separate 
determination of outputs - to an essential role for broader social, political and 
historical forces in the working of the economy2. 
The later approach is instead that which after several decades of transition from 
classical analysis, crystallized in the last quarter of the 19th century around the twin 
concepts of marginal utility and marginal productivity and has dominated since. It is 
founded on the conception of a substitutability between ‘factors of production’, and 
on the demand and supply functions for factors and commodities which descend 
from that substitutability. It arose essentially out of the classical theory of the rent of 
land extended to the division between wages and profits, thereby replacing the 
notion of surplus by which, we saw, that division had been explained by the 
classics.  
Now, and here we come to our first preliminary observation, one element can be 
argued to have been decisive in allowing for the passage from the earlier to the 
later approach. This element is the use in an essential role of the conception of 
capital as a single magnitude. We shall presently be back to clarify and justify this 
statement which, I know, is likely to be highly controversial, but to do so we must 
first proceed to our second preliminary observation. 
 
3. This second observation concerns a basic feature of capital goods in a market 
economy. In the eyes of their owners physically heterogeneous capital goods, are 
perfect substitutes in proportion to their values. As Walras had lucidly pointed out 
nearly a century and half ago, capital goods are demanded by savers as elements 
of a single commodity, ‘perpetual net income’.3 That is indeed the single 
commodity whose existence we imply when we assume competitive arbitrage to be 

                                                 
2 Cp. e.g. Garegnani (2002a, 250; 2007, 186). 
3 Walras (1954) par. 242, pp. 275-76 
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sufficient to realize a uniform ‘effective’ rate of riskless return on the price of such 
goods : the reciprocal of that rate is the price of that Walrasian commodity. And 
little changes if, more in keeping with contemporary intertemporal general 
equilibrium, its finite horizon and changing prices, we refer to ‘income for next 
year’, whose gross unit4 has the price given by the discount factor (1 + rt)-1, rt 
being the ‘effectively’ uniform rate of return for the year in question5 numerically 
expressed in terms of numeraire. In what follows we shall generically refer to this 
commodity as ‘future income’. 
 
4. We can now return to the first of our observations, and contend that it is this 
single commodity, or ‘quantity of capital’, rooted in the experience and practice of 
wealth owners6, that has suggested in the first place the idea of a generalization of 
the classical theory of rent to the division between wages and profits. That 
extension is in fact founded on assuming a variability of the proportion of capital to 
labour (and land), analogous to the classical one of labour (plus capital) to land. It 
is a variability understood to descend from either the alternative between the 
methods available for producing (directly or indirectly) the same consumption good, 
or from the methods for producing outputs of alternative consumption goods. Now, 
the fact is that in both cases the alternative production processes involved differ, 
generally, by the kinds of capital goods used, rather than by the proportions to 
labour in which each kind of them is employed. A variability of the ‘proportion of 
capital to labour’ in the economy could therefore have hardly been conceived for 
neoclassical theory, unless the heterogeneous capital goods required by the 
alternative methods, or by the alternative outputs, had been viewed as 
embodiments of quantities of the same homogeneous value commodity demanded 
by savers. 
 
5. That, however, is far from being all about the role of the single savers’ 
commodity in the origin of neoclassical theory. Another role, even more important 
from a strictly analytical point of view , lies in that only such a commodity allowed 
expressing the capital endowment, - a datum in marginal theory, like land or 
population for classical rent - in a way compatible with the homogeneity of capital 
goods for savers. 

                                                 
4 It is the price of a unit of gross income, because an amount {     }  out of that unit will have to be 
set aside at the beginning of period (t + 1), if a similar unit of gross income is to be had in (t +2). 
5 The adverb ‘effectively’ is used above in order to remind the reader that this kind of uniformity of 
returns on capital is quite compatible with, and indeed requires, a ‘nominal’ difformity of the 
commodities own rates of interest, once changes in relative prices over the period of the loan are 
considered in the equilibrium (below n. 7). In the latter case it is only the numerical expression of 
that uniform effective rate that will differ depending on the numeraire adopted 
6 Thus, e.g., Bliss (1975, 8) rightly notes that capital ‘cries out to be aggregated’. He does not 
however notice the essential reason for that: the homogeneity of capital goods for savers. 
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I am referring here to the tendency, under free competition, towards a uniform 
effective rate of riskless return on the capitals’ supply prices - i.e., if we prefer, the 
tendency to an equality between the capitals’ demand prices ( or prices simply) 
and their supply prices (costs of production)7. It is the tendency to what, following 
Marshall, used to be called the ‘long period equilibrium’, in which “plant” has 
adjusted to outputs in each industry. Indeed that uniformity - the traditional one of 
the competitive ‘rate of profits’ - assumes the physical composition of the capital 
endowment to be fully adjusted to the techniques adopted and outputs produced 8.  
It assumes, therefore, an endogenous determination of that physical composition. 
Now - and here we are back to the need for capital as a single magnitude in 
neoclassical theory - this endogenous determination is compatible with the basic 
neoclassical treatment of the capital endowment as a datum, only if the latter is 
again conceived as a fluid susceptible of taking any physical form 9. 8Without this 
uniformity of effective returns, on the other hand, the position of the economy as 
determined by the theory would have been no more persistent10, under free 
competition, than any position of the economy with, say , different wages for labour 
of the same quality, or with prices of products differing from their costs of 
production, effects strictly analogous to those we have for capital when the above 
uniformity of returns does not hold. 
But the question then is: why this persistency, leading neoclassical theory towards 
the troublesome notion of the given capital endowment as a single magnitude ? 
Indeed to such a persistency had long been attributed, nothing less than the 
possibility of ensuring correspondence between theory and observation in 
economics. It was the role played _ even across the deep divide between classical 
and neoclassical theory _ by what we may indicate here as the ‘normal’ price or, 
more generally, the ‘normal’ position of the economy - the basis of economic 
                                                 
7 Simple arbitrage, over however short a time, will be sufficient to realize a tendency to uniformity of 
the (riskless) effective rate on the demand prices of the capital goods, by lowering those prices 
below the respective supply prices in the case of relatively abundant capital goods. That is of 
course a quite different phenomenon from the tendency to the uniformity on their supply prices of 
which in the text above, which requires changes in the physical composition of the capital stock. 
8 The uniformity of rate of return on capitals’ supply prices of course excludes, as is generally done 
at the level of abstraction of a normal price, the presence in the capital endowment of ‘obsolete’ 
capital goods - pertaining, that is, to methods of production presently dominated by other methods 
at all possible levels of the distributive variables. More embarrassing for a theory in which the 
capital endowment is a datum is the fact that the same uniformity of returns also excludes the 
presence in the endowment of kinds of capital goods which are not ‘obsolete’ in the sense above, 
out do pertain to methods of production other than those dominant in the equilibrium considered. 
(The question does not arise in Walras who assumes that all methods require the same kinds of 
capital goods though in different proportions: but it reflects the general case, and it re-enforces the 
neoclassical need for capital as the single magnitude which can take the form of any concrete 
capital good). 
9 Cp. e.g. Hicks 1932a, pp 20-21, on the need to refer to a marginal product of labor for which the 
‘quantity’, but not the ‘form’, of the ‘cooperating capital remains unchanged. 
10 “It is to this persistence of the influences considered, and to the time allowed for them to work out 
their effects that we refer when contrasting Market and Normal price” (Marshall, 289, V, III, 6; our 
italics). The question is discussed in Garegnani (2002b). 
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analysis since Adam Smith’s notion of the natural price as “the central price, to 
which the prices of all commodities are continually gravitating”.(Smith 1776, Bk. I, 
ch VI, p.51) The persistency of the normal price, as warranted under competition, 
by the above uniformity of the rate of return, was in fact thought to allow for a 
repetition of transactions, which by occurring on the basis of nearly unchanged 
data, would be generally sufficient to compensate the temporary ‘ accidental’ 
deviations from it of the actual price: in that way persistency would allow for a 
correspondence between the theoretical variables and some average of the 
corresponding magnitudes in the actual economy. 
 
6. It was thus not a matter of accident, or of mere convenience, that the capital 
endowment, given as a single magnitude, characterized with varying degrees of 
explicitness, and with the single partial exception of Walras, all mainstream 
expressions of neoclassical theory up to a few decades ago, and to the events we 
are going to discuss below. On that idea there rested in fact two key points of 
neoclassical theory: the plausibility of the notion of factor substitutability lying at its 
basis and, with the possibility to determine a ‘normal position’, that of a 
correspondence between theoretical variables and observable magnitudes - both 
of which are essential, it would seem, to prevent the theory from slipping into an 
intellectual game11. 
It seems indeed possible to say that , once the neoclassical demand and supply 
framework is adopted, the nature of capital as the single saver’s commodity carries 
with it the need for the treatment of capital as a single magnitude. The quantity of 
the commodity in terms of which savers take their demand decisions cannot, then, 
be absent from the system any more than the quantity of any other commodity on 
which individuals take their demand decisions. This need, which we have just 
traced with respect to the normal position goes, we submit, beyond it. We shall 
recall in section IV below, my contention in (2003) that such a single commodity 
can be retraced with its difficulties in the contemporary formulations of the theory, 
which have done away with it at the level of factor endowments. 
As we could expect from the homogeneity of capital goods for the savers which 
cannot but be reflected in any theory of the market economy - also the classical 
economists tended to treat capital as a single magnitude. However the essential 
fact in this respect is that their different ‘surplus’ theory of distribution and relative 
prices _ i.e. the absence of the demand and supply framework _ exempted them 
from the above two needs for treating capital as a single magnitude. As shown, for 
example, in Sraffa’s contemporary revival of classical theory, a vectorial notion of 
capital suffices for its determination of prices and distribution12, which only needs 
capital among the determinants for expressing the technical conditions of 
production. 

                                                 
11 It is the risk which Malinvaud appears to detect when he writes ‘the risk seriously exists that 
economics looses touch with real problems and develops on its own into a scholastic’ (1991, p. 66). 
12 Cp. e.g. Garegnani (1960, p. viii) and ( e.g. 1990, p. 2). 
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II The Neoclassical problem and Hicks’s “Value and capital” 
 
7. We are over with our two preliminary observations and we can get closer to the 
post- war capital controversy which will concern us in section III by introducing here 
the question central to the controversy. 
The neoclassical need for capital as a single magnitude raises a problem which 
had been simmering since the very origin of that theory. The ‘quantity’ of that 
special factor of production had to be measured independently of the distribution 
and relative prices which it was brought to determine, just as the classical 
quantities of labour and land had to be so measured for determining rent. However 
the commodity demanded by savers clearly was not directly measurable in any 
such independent terms, since its primary expression for savers lay in the value of 
the capital goods in terms of some numeraire. 
A basic problem of the new theory was, therefore, how to measure capital, the 
single magnitude in terms which would be both independent of distribution, as the 
value of capital goods is not, and at the same time appropriately related to the 
value quantity on which savers do take their decisions. The ‘average period of 
production’ over which labour and more generally non-produced factors have to 
remain invested under each method of production of the commodity and its direct 
and indirect methods of production, was the road along which a conciliation of the 
two requirements was attempted, from Jevons and Böhm Bawerk onwards. As is 
known, the attempt foundered on (i) the necessity to consider the compound rate of 
interest on the advances for non-produced factors; (ii) on the plurality of such non-
produced factors, and (iii) on fixed capital13. 
The impossibility of consistently defining a concept as basic for the intended 
generalization of classical rent, as we just argued the ‘quantity of capital’ was, 
might conceivably have led to the abandonment of the attempt in favour of some 
return to classical analysis (as had in fact happened when the ‘wages fund’ 
theories, the progenitors of neoclassical theory, were abandoned around the 
middle of the 19th century). However, the principle of factor substitution and the 
ensuing demand and supply explanation of distribution, had apparently taken roots 
too deep for them to be abandoned - while Marshall’s interpretation of Ricardo and 
the classical economists as primitive exponents of a demand and supply theory of 
prices, simplified by an assumption of constant returns, had succeeded in largely 
cancelling the traces of the alternative analysis that had dominated economic 
thought for more than a century before the ‘marginalist revolution’. Thus, when it 
began to be recognized that capital could not be ultimately treated as a single 
magnitude, the reaction was instead to apply the principle of substitution to each 

                                                 
13 Cf. Garegnani 1960 , Part I, ch. III; and Part II, ch. IV; also 1990 pp. 23-31 for, respectively, the 
notion of the average period of production, and its shortcomings from the viewpoint of marginal 
theory. 
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kind of capital good taken as a distinct ‘factor’, with little explicit consideration of 
the drastic difficulties such a change would raise for the theory. 
 
8 Hicks (1939) was probably the main influence for bringing into mainstream theory 
this tentative way out of the difficulty. After basing his Theory of Wages (1932) on 
normal positions and therefore on the usual notion of a ‘quantity of capital’ as 
essentially the value magnitude14, he appears to have come to an early perception 
of the fact that the notion could not be made ultimately viable and had to be 
replaced15. Thus in Value and Capital (1939), he came to treat the given capital 
endowment of the theory as a vector of capital goods. It was indeed the conception 
that Walras had advanced as early as 187716, 4 having initially failed to realize its 
inconsistency with the uniformity of returns on capitals’ supply prices pertaining to 
the ‘normal position’, - the position which, like all his predecessors and 
contemporaries, he had originally intended to determine17.  
The necessary, if implicit, recognition of Walras’s inconsistency meant however 
that Hicks had to accompany the adoption of that conception of capital with the 
abandonment of the normal position and hence, inevitably, with basic changes in 
the notions of equilibrium of the theory. The competitive tendency to a uniform rate 
of profits could but be powerful and quick in bringing about appreciable changes in 
the composition of a capital stock unadjusted to the most profitable methods and 
outputs, thus causing appreciable changes in the prices of productive services and 
commodities. The persistency which justified the determination of the normal 
position while abstracting from the changes the latter is undergoing, could no 
longer be assumed. The analysis had to attempt remedying that by considering the 
effect of future conditions on the markets for current commodities and productive 
services. 
This consideration of future conditions was done in either of two ways. The first 
was by introducing ‘price expectations’ in the ‘temporary equilibria’ resulting from 
the Walrasian capital endowment. It was the way taken by Hicks himself in Value 
and Capital. Alternatively, in the search of something less volatile than 
expectations on which to found a theory, the analysis could be expanded to 
imagine present markets for future commodities and factors, so that future prices 
could be envisaged coming into actual existence. In the limit the assumption of 
future markets could be extended to all commodities and factors over the whole 

                                                 
14  Cf. Garegnani (1976, n. 12). 
15 On the effect on Hicks of Shove’s remarks on capital in his review of Hicks’ (1932a) cp. 
Garegnani 1976, n. 13 
16 Théorie Mathématique de la Richesse Sociale’,Paris 1877 pp.568-69 reproducing the paper 
Walras delivered in July 1876 at the Société Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles. The year 1877 is 
also the one in which Walras published the second instalment of the first edition of the Elements 
(1974 and 1977) containing his theory of capital formation. 
17 Garegnani (1960, Part II chapters 2 and 3, also 1990 pp. 13-19). 
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assumed life of the economy, as was done in the general intertemporal equilibrium 
of Arrow and Debreu (1954) and then Debreu (1959). 
Both those drastic reformulations of neoclassical theory may in fact be seen to 
have been allowed into mainstream theory, largely by Value and Capital, since also 
the possibility of the second alternative, - intertemporal general equilibrium - had 
emerged in that book (1939 e.g. 136 ff.) and, above all, it was developed later 
essentially by ‘dating’ the commodities of the ‘static general equilibria’ of Parts I 
and II of Value and Capital. 
These reformulations of neoclassical theory, which we may thus call ‘Hicksian’ for 
short, were however affected by two deficiencies which were the mirror image of 
the two reasons for which, we contended in section I above, capital as the savers’ 
single commodity had been at the origin of marginal theory. They were (i) the 
absence of substitutability between ‘productive factors’ when capital goods are 
conceived in the Walrasian way18 6 : (ii) the just recalled lack of persistency, and 
therefore lack of potential correspondence with observation. And this affected both 
the ‘temporary equilibria’, and also those equilibria of each ‘date’, which constitute, 
so to speak, the bricks of general intertemporal equilibrium19. 
These were, presumably, the difficulties which, variously perceived and expressed, 
had underlain the remarkable fact that, despite the fame of 14 its author, and the 
well known difficulties of the alternative notion of a single magnitude, Walras’s own 
conception of capital had failed to enter the mainstream during the six decades 
which had elapsed between its first 1876 formulation and its revival by Hicks in 
1939. Hicks himself in 1932, not many years before Value and Capital, had 
sceptically commented 

                                                 
18 With the factors as conceived in Walras, substitutability could be claimed to enter the system over 
time with gross investment, as new more profitable capital goods replace the existing ones and 
therefore the savers’ commodity (capital) can enter in its direct form of object of the saving 
investment flows. However the fact remains that (i) substitution would be almost entirely absent in 
the initial equilibria with the existing physical capital and, in the logic of the theory, this would be 
bound to deeply affect all subsequent positions; and (ii) the limited substitutability that would thus 
emerge would again appeal to capital the single magnitude confirming its necessity for factors 
substitution. 
19 It is interesting to note that the two difficulties of the Walrasian conception adopted are not 
mentioned in Value and Capital. This is so, despite the fact that the difficulty regarding factor 
substitutability had been prominent in a 1932 debate between Hicks and Robertson (cp. Hicks 
1932b, Robertson 1931), when both authors stressed the necessity that the ‘capital’ endowment be 
allowed to change ‘form’ in order to give rise to marginal products and, more generally, sufficient 
substitutability between factors. The point returned with force in the Theory of Wages (1932a, 20) 
where e.g. Hicks contrasts the ‘full equilibrium’ marginal product of labour with a ‘short period’ one, 
where the ‘form’, as well as the ‘quantity’, of the capital is said not to change: the latter is then 
dismissed as something which ‘it is very doubtful if [it] can be given any precise meaning which is 
capable of useful application’. This regards primarily the difficulty of factor substitution, but the 
contrast drawn here between “short period”, and “full equilibrium” marginal product of labour 
appears to also imply awareness of the second deficiency of the vectorial conception of capital, i.e. 
the non-uniformity it entails in the effective returns on capitals’ supply prices. 
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“[Walras and Pareto’s theories of capital] are the last part of their work which 
one can consider as final or accept without the most careful consideration” 
(1932b, 297) 

Not unlike Walras’s, Hicks’s notion of capital and the associated ‘dynamic theory’ 
of Value and Capital appear in fact to have initially had little impact on mainstream 
theory. The notion drew, for example, little or no attention, in what was then the 
centre of economic theorizing, the Cambridge of Pigou, Keynes, Robertson. It is 
even conceivable that its influence might have remained confined to groups of 
mathematical economists20 on the margin of the mainstream, as had indeed been 
the case before, had it not been for the emergence of some striking results 
incidental to Piero Sraffa’s work on the classical approach to prices and distribution 
over the same decades. The phenomena of the reswitching of techniques and of 
‘reverse capital’ deepening, advanced “in preview” in the 1950s by the hands of 
Joan Robinson21, were indeed sufficient to soon render untenable the notion of 
capital as a single factor at the level of pure theory. The way to dominance was 
then open for what was essentially the only alternative that would keep within the 
premises of neoclassical theory: capital on Walrasian lines, and the necessary 
reformulations of the conception of equilibrium on Hicksian lines - marking, so to 
speak, a deep ‘Hicksian divide’ in the evolution of neoclassical theory. 
 
 
III The capital controversy and Hicks’s “Value and Capital” 
 
9. With that we have reached the heart of the postwar capital controversy, and 
have joined it at what we indicated above as its later stages when the defence of 
neoclassical theory was conducted essentially in terms of its Hicksian 
reformulations. 
We might have therefore expected that, at such stage, the difficulties of those 
reformulations would, if not take the centre of the scene, at least emerge with 
sufficient clarity to be debated. However the way in which the reformulations had 
been introduced in Value and Capital nearly thirty years before made it difficult for 
the controversy to achieve clarity and focus on these questions. We must therefore 
turn back to Value and Capital for those aspects of Hicks’s argument which are 
important for what, I would submit, has been the inconclusiveness of those later 
stages of the controversy. 
 
10. Despite its title, what we find in the foreground of Value and Capital is not the 
problem of capital, but, rather, the claimed need for a ‘dynamic theory’, 
                                                 
20 Indeed the Walrasian conception of capital had been used long before Hicks, by mathematical 
economists with little notice of it being taken in the mainstream literature at the time. See e.g. Wald 
[1936] 
21 Cp. J. Robinson, 1970, pp. 144-5 about her use of the Sraffa results. 
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accompanied by a critique of what is there called the ‘static theory’ of ‘the 
economists in the past’ (1939, 115)22. However, what is striking is that when we 
come to a description of what that ‘static theory’ consisted of, we do not find the 
normal position which was in fact the mainstay of those economists. What is 
attributed to them, in the forms we shall presently see, are instead two kinds of 
equilibria which, though showing some features in common with the normal 
position, are definitely not it. 
The first of those two kinds is, Hicks says, what the static theory would be if stated 
in a ‘strict’, consistent way” (1939, 115). It is represented by the equilibria analysed 
in Parts I and II of Value and Capital, those by which Hicks in effect replaces by a 
Walrasian given vector of capital goods the previous notion of the capital 
endowment as, essentially, a single magnitude. Hicks has however to admit that 
those equilibria cannot be taken to represent the thought of the economists of the 
past as it actually was. 
We must therefore look for the second representation Hicks gives of those 
equilibria of the past (1939, 116). And here we find the stationary position: the one, 
that is, where the incentive to net savings has disappeared. However, this again is 
a notion quite different from the neoclassical normal position. It resembles it in one 
respect, namely the constancy of prices assumed in the definition of the 
equilibrium. 
But even for that respect the two positions radically differ. In the normal position 
the constancy of the capital endowment, and hence of the relative prices, is merely 
an abstraction from the changes which they are admitted to effectively undergo in 
the economy - an abstraction founded on the persistency of the position due to the 
comparative slowness of the changes in its data, in particular of the only 
endogenous such change, that in the capital endowment23. 2 In the stationary 
position instead the same constancy of capital is the endogenous result of an 
equilibrium condition of zero net saving, so that the capital endowment is an 
unknown of the equations and not the datum it is in the normal position24. And the 
same is true for the proportion of capital to labour of the ‘steady state’ that since 

                                                 
22 Cp. Garegnani 1976, 31-36 for the traces of the deeper line of Hicks’s (1939) criticism of previous 
theory, concerning capital (cp. also n. 4 below). 
23 As e.g. Marshall wrote “if we are considering […] the whole of a large country as one market of 
capital, we cannot regard the aggregate supply of it as altered quickly and to a considerable extent 
by a change in the rate of interest”. (Marshall 1920, VI, ii, 4). 
24 Hicks’s apparent replacement of the normal position by a stationary one was made easier by the 
frequent use of the term ‘stationary’ to also indicate the normal position, because of its abstraction 
from changes in relative prices. However Lionel Robbins (1930) had already lucidly clarified that 
ambiguity by his distinction between ‘static’ and ‘stationary’ positions of the economy. Hicks’ 
attribution of a proper stationary state, and not of a normal position, to ‘the economists of the past’ 
is on the other hand made entirely clear when he writes that, in the stationary position of those 
economists, the “quantity of intermediate products - the quantity of capital - will be determined 
through the rate of interest […] fixed at a level which offers no incentive for net saving or dissaving” 
(Hicks 1939, 118). 
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the post-war period has become the commonest form of stationary state 
contemplated in the analysis. 
 
11. The paradox of Value and Capital is then that in its account of the “usual 
course of economists in the past”, we do not find the hallmark of that “usual 
course” down to Hicks’s own Theory of Wages (1932): namely the normal position. 
That disappearance of the normal position entailed, then, a second and even more 
striking paradox : it is that we do not find in Value and Capital any specific criticism 
of the normal position of those economists - the very position which Hicks 
proposes there to replace by his ‘dynamic theory’. The only criticism remains the 
generic one of the lack of realism of assuming the constancy of prices in the 
definition of an equilibrium (1939, 116-17) - a criticism which would have been 
more convincing if ‘previous theory’ had in fact rested, as it clearly did not, on 
either Hicks’s ‘stationary states’, or on the fleeting-equilibria of Part I and II of Value 
and Capital. 
As a matter of fact, the dependence of current prices on future prices, was all but 
overlooked by those economists - starting from Adam Smith’s dichotomy between 
‘market’ and ‘natural’ prices, and then down to Walras, Marshall, Pigou, Wicksell, 
etc. To the extent in which the expected prices reflected merely ‘accidental’ 
circumstances, or the undoing of those circumstances, their effects could be 
ignored because they would be averaged out in the normal price through the 
repetition of transactions allowed for by the persistency of the normal position. And 
to the extent in which the expected prices expressed instead changes in the data 
of the position, they would be dealt with by the comparison between the 
corresponding two normal positions. 
The real point behind this alleged past oversight of price changes - a point which 
remains implicit in Value and Capital25 4 - was however to be that the persistency 
allowing for the abstraction from those changes, had been made possible by the 
treatment of the given capital endowment as a single magnitude susceptible of 
adjusting its physical form. And this is just what the Hicks of (1939), as distinct from 
that of (1932), knew could not be done. Leaving aside the obviously unrealistic 
stationary states, the normal positions had therefore to be replaced by the static 
equilibria of Value and Capital, whose fleeting character made the remedy of dated 
prices and quantities all but inevitable. In other words the need of a “dynamics” 
was the effect rather than the cause of the change in the conception of capital, 
contrary to what Hicks might be taken to imply in his (1939) foreground argument. 
 

                                                 
25 Except perhaps for the indication of it which may be read in the passage quoted in Garegnani 
(1976, p. 32). ‘Of course people use to be able to content themselves with the static apparatus 
because they were imperfectly aware of its limitations. Thus, they would often introduce in their 
static theory a ‘factor of production’ and its price interest, supposing that capital could be treated 
like the static factors […]. That some error was involved in their procedure would not have been 
denied […] (1939, 116 n.). We are not however told by Hicks what that ‘error’ actually was. 
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12. The disappearance of the normal position from Hicks’s (1939) argument was to 
weigh heavily on the controversy of thirty years later. Because of the strong direct 
or indirect influence of Value and Capital by that time, the eclipse of the normal 
position had a series of effects on the controversy which, I submit, converged in 
obscuring the basic terms of the question of capital in neoclassical theory. We may 
perhaps try to summarize these effects under four main points. 
That disappearance meant first of all the disappearance of the most transparent 
form of dependence of neoclassical theory on capital as a single magnitude, 
namely its ultimate use as a datum for determining the position. On the one hand, 
that made the use of the notion in previous neoclassical theory a confused bone of 
contention rather than the simple historical fact it was26. On the other hand, it made 
the role of the conception of a ‘quantity of capital’ at the very origin of the analytical 
structure of the theory, much more difficult to discern and understand. As a result, 
and most importantly, it made it difficult to understand the continued dependence 
on that conception in the reformulations of neoclassical theory that were being 
advanced - a continuing dependence of which more will be said in the next section. 
Secondly, the disappearance of the normal position went together with that of its 
key condition: the uniformity of effective returns on the capitals’ supply prices or 
costs (i.e. the equality of their demand prices with the respective supply prices), 
ensuring the persistence of the position and the possibility of its correspondence 
with observation27. Thus when that condition was referred to from the critical side in 
order to explain the rationale of the normal position, and its neoclassical 
dependence on the capital endowment as a single fluid fund, that rationale was 
generally not understood and the condition was even confused with the altogether 
different condition of a uniformity in the commodity own rates of interest, a mere 
synonym of assuming constancy of prices in defining the equilibrium28. 

                                                 
26 Cp. e.g. “It seems to me impossible (as a matter of intellectual history) to maintain that the 
possibility of perfect capital (or labour) aggregation is a neo-classical doctrine (Hahn 1982, 354). It 
is however difficult to envisage an intellectual history in which, say, Böhm Bawerk, J.B. Clark, Pigou 
etc. could use an ‘aggregation’ of capital whose possibility they did not admit. 
27 It is significant and again somewhat paradoxical that Hicks’s revival of Walras’s theory of capital 
in Parts I and II of Value and Capital went together with the total disappearance there of Walras’s 
own equations of ‘capital formation’ (Walras 1954, Lesson 23) which contained the condition of 
uniformity of returns, as well as the relation equalizing the demand and supply of ‘net perpetual 
income’ (par. 3 above), i.e. savings and investment, in today’s terms. That disappearance left a 
serious gap in the ‘static theory’ of Parts I and II of Hicks (1939), into which we cannot however 
enter here. 
28 For an example of this confusion see the discussion in Garegnani 2003, 153-54, of a passage in 
Hahn 1975 in which - using the above uniform rate of return (referred to by critics) in order to 
characterize a ‘Special neoclassical case’ to which Sraffa would refer - he sees it as one in which 
“the equilibrium price of a good for future delivery in terms of the same good for current delivery will 
be the same for all goods” (Hahn 1975, 360) clearly the case of uniform own commodity rates of 
interest, i.e. constant prices, quite compatible logically with any divergence between rates of return 
on capitals’ supply prices, and which the effective uniformity of those rates must in fact contradict 
whenever price changes over time are considered in the equilibrium. 
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Thirdly and most importantly the misunderstanding of the normal position as a 
stationary or steady state, led many of the participants in the controversy to take 
for granted the Hicksian charge that ‘previous theory’ was inapplicable to the ‘real 
world (1939, 215)’. We have already mentioned the paradoxical character of that 
charge, but we may now stress how, by putting the alternative method based on 
normal positions out of sight, that change helped turning a blind eye on the real 
undermining of the applicability of the theory, the one due to the impermanence of 
the new equilibria and the resulting need of a dynamic theory. 
It was indeed the undermining which Hicks himself had implicitly admitted when, in 
a little quoted passage of Value and Capital, he wrote that he assumed “the 
economy to be always in equilibrium” (1939, 131)29, 8 an assumption which should 
have shocked the readers of Value and Capital: no economist had ever supposed 
before the economy to actually be in an equilibrium or more generally a position of 
rest except by a fluke30 : gravitation around it and not achievement of it, had always 
been what was thought relevant for the position of the economy object of the 
analysis - the only form of correspondence with observation which, it was held, 
economic theory could attain31. 

                                                 
29 Samuelson appears to seriously underestimate the difficulty of tracing the actual path of the 
economy (what Hicks’s passage reported in the text implies) when in the Foundations (1947) he 
draws the analogy of a “cannonball [which] can be held to be in equilibrium at each point on its 
path”. The dominant forces acting on the cannonball at each instant of time are in fact 
comparatively few in number and their effects on the position of the cannonball are accordingly 
calculable with a degree of approximation sufficient to establish a correspondence between the 
theoretical and the actual position of the ball at that instant. Given instead the numberless forces of 
analogous strength which affect the economy at each instant of time, the actual instantaneous 
position of an economy cannot even in principle be determined with any approximation : only 
averages of observable positions, reflecting the effects of the few most persistent among those 
forces can be determined. And, the cumulation of the errors would seem to make the path of the 
economy even less calculable in such terms, than its instantaneous position by itself. This, it seems, 
is what prompted Marshall to write “dynamical solutions in the physical sense of economic problems 
are unattainable. And if we are to adhere to physical analogies at all, we must say that statical 
solutions afford starting points for such rude and imperfect approaches to dynamical solutions as 
we may be able to attain to” (1898, 38-9, my emphasis). the ‘approaches’ in question being, 
essentially, the comparison of normal positions. 
30 This assumption, to which Hicks is in effect led by the abandonment of the normal position, is 
similar to that we find in Bliss when he writes “it may seem more sensible to simply assume that 
equilibrium will prevail and to thus confine our investigations to the equilibrium state. We could 
regard the object of our investigations not as ‘the economy’ but as ‘economic equilibrium’ […]. This 
approach may seem more attractive, if only because more tractable than the Herculian programme 
of constructing a complete theory of the behaviour of the economy out of equilibrium” (Bliss, 1975, 
28). Bliss is here, so to speak, touching with his own hand the implications of that abandonment of 
that normal position, where the “Herculian task” was largely left to itself by the simple Smithian 
device of the ‘centre of gravitation’ i.e. by the concentration of the analysis on persistent forces. 
Those implications appear here to have in fact led to an impasse, such that the way out comes 
close to assuming away reality. (Cp. in this respect the passage by Malinvaud in section I n. 10 
above.) 
31 As Denis Robertson wrote with admirable simplicity and lucidity “It seems to me that anybody 
who rejects these two ideas, that a system can move towards equilibrium and that it may never get 
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And, fourthly, the mist in which the discussion had been moving because of these 
unclarified misunderstandings, was made thicker by a tendency to see the 
neoclassical dependence on the notion of a ‘quantity of capital’ as pertaining to the 
empirical construct of an ‘aggregate production function’ purporting, that is, to 
represent the output of the whole economy as a single homogeneous aggregate, 
produced by a ‘capital’ homogeneous with it. Used for Solow’s 1956 simplified 
neoclassical answer to the long period problems raised by Keynes and aggregate 
demand, that notion was an initial target from part of the critics. 
Taken in isolation the target was however misleading as it risked turning an 
inconsistency at the foundations of the idea of a generalized ‘factor substitutability’ 
(par 4 above) into difficulties pertaining only to an admittedly unrigorous 
approximation, and therefore presumably absent when the several productive 
sectors are distinguished in a general equilibrium system. It was thereby 
overlooked that the inconsistency is there, whichever the number of sectors which 
we might wish to distinguish into the economy. In fact the essence of neoclassical 
problem of capital is not aggregation versus genera equilibrium, but, if anything, 
one about two kinds of general equilbria: the traditional one based on normal 
positions, exemplified by, say, Wicksell (1906), or even by Walras (as far as his 
original intentions went) versus the Hicksian one that renounce such positions in 
the attempt to avoid the single magnitude. 
 
13. Thus, in conclusion, the later stages of the controversy appear to have been 
marred by multiple misunderstandings which, largely, are still waiting to be cleared. 
Thanks to the unambiguous phenomena of reswitching and reverse capital 
deepening, the first stage was conclusive in discarding from pure theory the 
traditional version of the theory. Subsequently, however, when the implications of 
those phenomena and the reformulations of the theory inevitably became the main 
object, those misunderstandings prevented decisive progress and led to what is in 
fact an inconclusive phase of the discussion. 
A certain unpreparedness on the critical side to extend the critique to the Hicksian 
reformulation of the theory advanced from the opposite side, was also relevant. 
Many of the critical authors had their roots in a Cambridge which in its majority, 
had essentially ignored the relevant part of Value and Capital, judging it 
unnecessarily complicated and unlikely to bear serious fruit. In that, as it turned 
out, such a majority had underestimated the real potential of the Hicksian proposal, 
which was defence and not construction. The lack of a sufficiently known and well 
tested alternative like that of the classical economists32 11 contributed to what I see 
as the half way pause of the critical course. 

                                                                                                                                                     
into it - has made it extremely difficult for himself to interpret the course of events in the real world” 
(1957, pp. 144-5). 
32 Elements of an alternative theory - partly influenced by the classical theory brought again to light 
by Sraffa -were advanced in the initial stages of the controversy by Robinson, Kahn, Kaldor and 
other authors on the critical side of the controversy. The concern to rapidly fill the huge area of long-
run problems which Keynes “left covered with fragments of broken glass” (Robinson 1956, p. v) 
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It is this complex of circumstances, I submit, which has left space for the credence 
that, whatever its methodological deficiencies, the equilibria which became 
dominant with the ‘Hicksian divide’ are immune from the inconsistencies on capital 
of previous marginal theory. That in turn has left space, I believe, for a second no 
less unwarranted consequence: a feeling that since the ‘Hicksian’ reformulations 
and in particular general intertemporal equilibrium would confirm at the level of 
pure theory the essential validity of the general demand and supply framework, 
they would also provide some validation for the admittedly imperfect previous 
concepts - foremost that of a ‘quantity of capital’ – as workable approximation in 
more applied work. 
 
 
IV The problem of capital is still with us 
 
14. I think that neither of those beliefs is well founded. I have in fact argued 
elsewhere (2003) that intertemporal equilibrium does not avoid the dependence on 
the notion of the capital as a single magnitude. Though it no longer occupies its 
highly visible position as a fund among the factor endowments, the homogeneous 
commodity ‘future income’ demanded by savers, can be shown to emerge as a 
flow, with the respective demand and supply functions and the corresponding 
market. They are respectively what, after Keynes, we are used to call (gross) 
savings supply, (gross) investment demand, and saving-investment market. The 
implications of the inconsistency of that notion of capital - the same implications 
which enforced the abandonment of the traditional analysis in pure theory - are still 
there to be faced33. 
The discussion on the matter proceeding. The question however may already be 
asked: should we not begin to recognise that those difficulties are but the 
expression of a theory originally inspired by the concept of capital as an 
independently measurable single productive factor, which we now all agree does 
not exist? 
Professor Bliss is however correct when in introducing a collection of reprints of 
articles on capital he writes “ultimately, only new theory beats old theory however 
bad” (Bliss 2008, xvi), but he continues, “there really is not a well worked out 
alternative long run capital theory to set against the various orthodox models” 
where, we may however note, the reference to a long run theory seems to limit the 
                                                                                                                                                     
may, however, have prevented deriving from the revival of the classical approach all it could offer 
including, in my opinion, a consolidation and extension to the long period of Keynes’s own 
achievements on aggregate demand (Cp. e.g. Garegnani 1978-79 and 1992). 

 
33 On the specific notion that the adjustment between savings and investment in an intertemporal 
equilibrium raises no more problems than do adjustments to relative demands for contemporary 
commodities, and the associated idea that the equilibrium in the markets for the future 
consumptions that correspond to today’s saving, would take care of the equilibrium between today’s 
saving and today’s investment, cp. Garegnani (2003,130-32; also 2005, 495-96) 
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expected novelty of the alternative by implying that we already have a satisfactory 
short run theory. And a similar limitation appears to underlie his reference to the 
alternative theory as a capital theory to be set against orthodox models: but the 
question, as I have attempted to argue in this essay, is wider than is carried by the 
qualification of ‘capital theory’. It more properly concerns an alternative between 
theories of distribution and relative prices. 
If we start thinking in those wider terms we must first of all set aside Marshall’s 
interpretation of Ricardo and the classical economists as representing an early 
simplified version of later demand and supply theory. Demand and supply in 
Ricardo and the early classics had never been determinants of normal prices, 
rather than merely movers, so to speak, of ‘actual’ or ‘ market’ prices (Smith 
1776,49 bk. I, ch. vi) towards a ‘natural price’ or ‘price of production’ determined 
independently of them, by forces governing the division of the product between 
wages and profits, alien to any principle of factor substitution, and, therefore, to the 
ultimate source of the neoclassical problem of capital. 
Once that clarification is accomplished we may find there the alternative we are 
looking for, free from the difficulties of capital. It is a theory well tested in its long 
tradition. Its contemporary revival, initiated by Sraffa (1960), has involved, with a 
reconstruction of its analytical structure by means also of comparison with 
neoclassicism, the development of the theory with respect e.g. to the basic 
question of the stability of its normal positions. It has also involved dealing with 
special problems like the treatment of joint production, fixed capital or land rents. 
But it has above all regarded work intended to include the Keynesian analysis of 
aggregate demand for both the short run and, most importantly, the long run34.  
When the vision of the forces governing the economy underlying that classical 
analysis will be grasped, it will be found, I believe, to be surprisingly close to that 
inspiring much present theorising aiming to bring out the basic role of institutions in 
the economy. Classical analysis may then perhaps allow to develop and refine that 
work, providing it with a solid analytical framework, free from the straightjacket of a 
generalized principle of factor substitution - undermined by the results of the capital 
controversy and, even independently of that, hollowed out by the reformulations 
which that controversy has brought about in neoclassical theory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
34 Cp. n. 11 above 
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